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Effects of DNA-distorting proteins on DNA elastic response

Jie Yan and John F. Marko
Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Chicago, 845 West Taylor Street, Chicago, Illinois 60607-7059, USA

~Received 15 January 2003; published 15 July 2003; publisher error corrected 5 August 2003!

Many DNA-binding proteins distort the double helix, and therefore can be studied using single-molecule
experiments to investigate how they modify double-helix polymer elasticity. We study this problem theoreti-
cally using discrete wormlike-chain models to describe the mechanics of protein-DNA composites. We con-
sider the cases of nonspecific and specific~sequence-targeted! binding. We find that, in general, proteins which
bend DNA can be described in terms of a reduction of bending persistence length as long as the binding
strength is relatively weak~well below the dissociation point!. For strong binding, the force response depends
strongly on the bending stiffness of the DNA-protein complex. Since most DNA-bending proteins will cause
local DNA untwisting, we also show how the constraint of DNA linking number modifies the observed elastic
response. We also show how essentially the same model may be used to describe the binding of proteins and
drugs which stiffen and stretch the double helix.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.011905 PACS number~s!: 87.14.Gg, 82.35.Lr, 82.37.Rs, 87.15.He
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I. INTRODUCTION

The DNA double helix is distorted during its processi
inside cells. For example, the millimeter-long DNAs insi
bacterial cells and the centimeter-long ones inside eukar
cells must be folded up just to fit inside the roughly micro
size compartments that contain them. Folding and looping
DNA also plays a key role in the reading of DNA sequen
such as in the regulation of transcription by distant sequen
@1–3#, transposition of DNA segments@4#, and activation of
certain restriction enzymes@5#.

To facilitate packaging and looping processes, there
many proteins inside cells whose function is to distort
double helix. In eubacteria~e.g.,E. coli! there are a numbe
of ‘‘architectural’’ DNA-bending proteins, including IHF
HU, and H-NS@6#. IHF and HU can introduce severe ben
into the double helix@7–9#, while H-NS is able to ‘‘coat’’
DNA, changing its polymer properties in the process@10#. A
well-studied instance where one of these types of prote
mediates DNA loop formation is IHF involvement i
l-phage excision@7#.

In eukaryote cells, there exist similar proteins, such as
DNA-bending protein HMGB1. This protein can genera
severe DNA bends, and is present at a concentration of
per every few nucleosomes@11#. HMGB1 is considered to
play a role in the assembly of nucleoprotein complexes d
ing recombination, transcription, and DNA repair proces
@12#. Nucleosomes, the basic genome packaging units of
karyotes, contain eight complexed ‘‘core histone’’ protei
around which DNA wraps in 1.75 tight turns of bendin
radius'5 nm @13#. The structural studies mentioned abo
~see also Ref.@14# for a review of DNA-bending proteins!
show that the double helix can be severely distorted
DNA-protein interactions.

A feature of the DNA-distorting architectural protein
mentioned above is that they are able to bind to DNA in
non-sequence-specific manner, i.e., to any DNA seque
IHF can bind tightly to certain sequences, but it also bin
quite strongly to other DNA sequences@15#, while HU,
H-NS, HMGB1, and histones are classified as non-seque
1063-651X/2003/68~1!/011905~12!/$20.00 68 0119
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specific proteins@11#. The packaging and looping function
of these proteins probably require their action at arbitr
locations along DNAin vivo.

The biochemical study of DNA-protein interactions h
been focused on characterizing sequence-specific inte
tions, since those can be studied using short, defined DN
A standard experiment comprises measuring the shift of
distance moved by a DNA-protein complex on an elect
phoretic gel, relative to DNA alone. If a protein and its DN
target form homogeneous enough complexes, they so
times can be crystallized together, leading via x-ray diffra
tion to a complete picture of the DNA distortions introduc
by the DNA-protein interactions@7#. These techniques ar
difficult to apply to study non-sequence-specific DNA
protein interactions.

An alternate approach to studying non-sequence-spe
interactions is to study their effects on large DNA molecul
Single-molecule manipulation provides a way to study t
via the force-extension response of DNA in the presence
given protein@15,10#. The aim of this paper is to analyz
statistical-mechanical models for these kinds of experime
taking into account changes in local double-helix struct
driven by binding of proteins. Our previous work on th
problem@16# considered a model of ‘‘lost length’’ resulting
from proteins binding to DNA, which occur when a DN
loop is formed @17#; here we introduce models for loca
changes in DNA bending, as might be generated by the p
teins mentioned above. The phenomena of this paper are
related to work of Rudnick and Bruinsma@18# on tension
modification of DNA-bending protein binding, and of Dia
mant and Andelman@19# on proteins which cause couplin
of bending modes.

In Sec. II, we discuss the basic method of calculat
used, namely, the transfer matrix applied to the orientatio
degrees of freedom of a DNA. We use a discrete trans
matrix approach based on considering a long DNA to b
semiflexible chain of finite-length segments of equilibriu
lengthb; in most of the calculations in this paper we will us
b'5 nm. This segment length is short enough to provide
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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accurate representation of the semiflexible polymer beha
of the double helix.

The discrete-segment model and calculations used
are similar to those used in calculations of force-induc
conformational change~‘‘overstretching’’! by Storm and
Nelson@20#. In this work, we use the segment length to s
the size of protein-binding sites. A discrete model is used
describe local changes in DNA properties such as spont
ous bending, or bending rigidity, that would be difficult
analyze using continuum models.

In Sec. II A, we discuss proteins which are in chemic
equilibrium between DNA-bound and free-solution stat
introducing a source of severe bending disorder along
double helix. Figure 1~a! shows the DNA-bending geometr
considered in this paper. We will assume a protein wh
binds to locally force a bend by an anglec; our calculations
will often use the parameter cosc[g. The model discussed
in Sec. II A will be the most applicable to proteins such
HU and HMGB1.

In Sec. IIB, the action of a locally DNA-stiffening protei
will be considered. Instead of introducing a bend, a segm
will have its bending stiffness increased by the model p
tein, corresponding to the action of H-NS@10#. Then, in Sec.
II C we will discuss the effect of proteins or drugs whic
lengthen the double helix, for example, via insertion o
ligand between bases. Such binding is considered to incr
the length of a DNA segment by an amountab, as shown in
Fig. 1~b!.

In Sec. III, we consider the effects of bends at fixed lo
tions along long DNAs. This is relevant to DNA-bendin
proteins which bind so strongly to specific sequences
they are essentially always bound to their targets, once
are present, even at low concentrations. Examples of s

FIG. 1. Geometry of the model for DNA-binding proteins.~a!
DNA-bending protein. A protein binds to a DNA segment and
verely distorts it, effectively forcing a permanent bend by an an
c. Thermal bending fluctuations then occur centered around
permanent bend angle. In this paper, the double helix is divided
into segments of equilibrium lengthb. ~b! DNA-lengthening pro-
tein. Many proteins and drugs which bind to DNA insert a liga
between the bases of the double helix, forcing it to lengthen. H
such binding is considered to increase the length of a DNA segm
by an amountab.
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proteins, which would be interesting to study using micr
manipulation techniques, include transcription facto
@21,22# and restriction enzymes@14#. In Sec. III A, we con-
sider long DNAs with such proteins bound with fixed spa
ing, and examine the question of how often such prote
must be bound in order for their presence to be detectabl
a force-extension curve. Section III B analyzes the c
where the binding locations are random but with a giv
frequency, again focusing on the question of how often p
teins must bind in order for their effect to be evident in t
polymer elasticity of a long DNA.

Section IV considers the effect of DNA-bending protei
on force-extension response, in the case where the DNA l
ing number is fixed or equivalently, where the double helix
subject to torsional stress. In some cases, a severe pro
induced DNA bend is known to be accompanied by lo
unwinding @21,23#. We show how this unwinding can b
studied using number force-extension-twist experiments.

II. DISCRETE MODEL OF DNA-BENDING PROTEINS

We consider a discrete realization of a semiflexible po
mer, made up of a series of segments. The contour lengt
each segment isb and the orientation of each segment
described by a unit vectort̂ i . Each of the nodes between th
segments also carries a protein occupation degree of free
ni , which is either 0 for bare DNA or 1 when a protein
bound. The energy that we consider is expressed as a
over the segments,

E5(
i 51

N

Ei . ~1!

Each contribution to this sum depends on the orientation
adjacent segmentsi andi 21, and on the occupation variabl
associated with them:

bEi5
a

2
u t̂ i2 t̂ i 21u2~12ni !1Fa8

2
~ t̂ i• t̂ i 212g!22mGni

2
b f

2
~ t̂ i1 t̂ i 21!• ẑ, ~2!

whereb5(kBT)21.
The terms in Eq.~2! control, respectively, the bendin

stiffness of bare DNA (a), the bending of protein-bound an
bent DNA (a8), the binding free energy of the DNA-bendin
proteins (m), and the straightening effect of the externa
applied forcef. The applied tension is thus along thez axis.
The contribution of the final term tobE can be written as
f ẑ•(rN2r0), wherer0 and rN are the two ends of the chai
of segments~recall r k5r01b( i 51

k t̂ i). We reduce force by
kBT, so that in our formulasf has units of inverse length. A
room temperature~the only temperature considered here!, f
51 nm21 corresponds to a physical force of 1kBT nm21

54.1 pN.
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The dimensionlessa anda8 are dimensionless paramete
setting the bending stiffness of bare and protein-bound D
segments. Comparison with the continuum semiflexi
polymer shows thatA5ab is the persistence length of ba
DNA. In this paper, we will use a lattice cutoffb from 1 to 5
nm, and thereforea will be in the range 10 to 50. Dependin
on the rigidity of the DNA-protein complex, one could ima
ine eithera8.a or a8,a; we will show results for both
cases. For small angular distortions, the protein-bound j
bending energy is'(a8/2)(sin2 c)(u2c)2, where u is the
angle between adjacent tangent vectors, i.e.,a8sin2c is the
harmonic bending elastic constant analogous toa.

The parameterm is the free-energy difference between
protein bound to a site on the DNA and the same protein
free solution. Note thatm includes the binding free energ
and the unbound protein entropy, i.e.,m5eb1 ln c, wherec
is the bulk solution protein concentration~in units of the
inverse molecular volume! and whereeb.0 is the binding
~free! energy. Thus, the choicem50 approximately corre-
sponds to the dissociation point, i.e., concentrationKd
'e2eb. This neglects a free-energy shift due to the chang
flexibility of the protein-DNA complex relative to that o
bare double helix. Precise determination of the dissocia
point requires computation of the value ofm at which a
binding site on an unstretched chain is half occupied.

The partition function including DNA bending an
protein-binding fluctuations along the chain is, for fixed o
entations of the boundary segments,

Z~ t̂0 , t̂N!5E d2t1•••E d2tN21 (
n1 , . . . ,nN

exp@2bE#,

~3!

whereE is the total energy~1!, and where the integrals oft̂ i
are over the 4p solid angle of the unit sphere. The cases
‘‘bare’’ and ‘‘saturated’’ protein binding (m52` and 1`,
respectively! may be handled by noting that they correspo
to the cases where respectively only theni50 or ni51 states
are included in the sum of Eq.~3!. For these cases the valu
of m is irrelevant since no fluctuations ofni occur.

The partition function~3! has not yet had the orientation
of the boundary segmentst̂0 and t̂N integrated. If we take
periodic boundary conditions (t̂N5 t̂0) and integrate over the
boundary orientation, the partition function takes the form
a trace of a matrix product:

Z5E d2t0Z~ t̂0 , t̂0!5Tr~TN!, ~4!

where the transfer matrixT is

T~ t̂ i 21 , t̂ i !5 (
ni50

1

exp@2bEi #. ~5!

The partition function follows as

Z5(
k

lk
N , ~6!
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wherelk are the eigenvalues ofT. We suppose that the ei
genvalues are labeled so thatl1.l2.•••. Then,

ln Z5N ln l11OS l2

l1
D N

. ~7!

The largest eigenvalue dominates the free energy, with ex
nentially small finite-length corrections. Other choices
boundary conditions~e.g., integration overt̂0 and t̂N as inde-
pendent variables! will not change the form of Eq.~7!. In this
paper we will consider the thermodynamic limitN→`
where the largest eigenvaluel1 dominates Eq.~7!.

To compute the spectrum ofT it is convenient to express
it using the basis of spherical harmonics:

^ l ,muTu l 8,m8&5E d2tYlm* ~ t̂!E d2t8Yl 8m8~ t̂8!T~ t̂, t̂8!.

~8!

The transfer matrix~5! is invariant under azimuthal rotation
(f,f8→f1f0 ,f81f0). Thus, it is a function off2f8,
and independent off1f8.

In addition, energy~5! is invariant under shifts off
2f8 by 2p, as can be seen from Eq.~2!. Therefore, Eq.~5!

can be expanded using Fourier componentsein(f2f8), where
n50, 61, 62, . . . . Use ofthis expansion partially diago
nalizes Eq.~8!:

^ l ,muTu l 8,m8&5dm,m8E
21

1

dxPlm~x!E
21

1

dx8Pl 8m~x8!

3E
2p

p

d~f2f8!cos@m~f2f8!#T~ t̂, t̂8!,

~9!

where we have used the invariance of Eq.~2! underf2f8
→f82f. ThePlm functions are normalized associated Le
endre functions~the polar parts of the spherical harmonics!,
and an overall constant has been omitted for clarity. Equa
~9! is diagonal inm, and them50 block must contain the
largest eigenvalue.

The innermostf integral of Eq.~9! was calculated using
adaptive-grid integration. The outer double integral was c
culated as a sum on anM3M point grid of points covering
the square (x,x8) integration domain. In practice, cutoffs o
l and M must be chosen. This allows the real symmet
matrix ~9! to be computed and diagonalized. The maximu
eigenvaluel1 and its derivatives must then be checked to
unaffected, to the numerical accuracy desired, by increa
the cutoff value ofl. The computations of Secs. II and I
were done usingM5101 andl 58. We have verified that the
m50 block of Eq.~5! contains the largest eigenvalue.

From the energy function of model~2! the thermally av-
eraged end-to-end extension of the chain in the force~z!
direction is

ẑ•^rN2r0&5
] ln Z

] f
5N

] ln l1

] f
. ~10!
5-3
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FIG. 2. Nonspecifically binding DNA-bending protein; binding induces a 90° bend (g50). Segment length isb55 nm and bend
modulus isa510 ~corresponding to bare-DNA persistence length of 50 nm!. ~a! Force-extension curves for stiff protein-DNA comple
(a85100) for binding strengthsm52` ~bare DNA, leftmost curve!, 22.30,21.61,20.69, 0, 3.00, and 6.91. The DNA straightens out a
the protein unbinds at a characteristic force.~b! Protein-binding site occupation corresponding to~a!. The same set of binding strengths. A
high-binding strength, the high stiffness of the DNA-protein complex causes an abrupt unbinding transition, corresponding to th
extension increase observed in the corresponding curves of~a!. ~c! Force-extension curves for flexible protein-DNA complex (a852) for
binding strengthsm52` ~bare DNA, leftmost curve!, 23.91,22.30,21.61,20.69, 0, and 3.00. At low-binding strength, the forc
extension curves are similar to those of~a!, but at high-binding strength no abrupt extension is observed because of the capacity
DNA-protein complex to deform.~d! Protein-binding site occupation corresponding to~c!.
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Below, we will give chain extension as a fraction of the to
contour lengthL5Nb. Similarly, the total number of pro
teins bound is

(
i 51

N

^ni&5
] ln Z

]m
5N

] ln l1

]m
. ~11!

We will give occupation as a fraction of the total number
available binding sitesN.

A. DNA-bending protein

The first situation we will describe is where a bendi
protein can bind at any segment. We suppose that whe
protein binds, it stiffens the double helix as well as define
preferred bend angle. In this case, the protein will tend
unbind under tension, rather than have the protein-D
composite deform.

Figure 2 shows results for the case where the protein
duces a 90° bend, i.e.,g50, for a segment lengthb
55 nm. The bare DNA bending modulus isa510 ~corre-
sponding to a bare DNA persistence length ofA5ab
550 nm, and the bending modulus of the DNA-prote
complex is a85100. Figure 2~a! shows force-extension
01190
l

f

a
a
o
A

-

curves, while Fig. 2~b! shows protein occupations for th
binding strengthsm52`, 22.30, 21.61, 20.69, 0, 3.00,
and 6.91. Form52` @leftmost curve of Fig. 2~a!#, the pro-
tein is never bound, and the force response is just that of
discretized wormlike chain model. Asm is made more posi-
tive, the protein starts to bind, and has the highest occupa
at low force@left part of curves in Fig. 2~b!#. For m<0, the
protein gradually unbinds as the DNA is straightened
@compare Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#, and the force curves shift to
the right of Fig. 2~a!. Although there is a slight distortion o
the shape of the force-extension curve, in these relativ
weak-binding cases the effect of increasing protein conc
tration on the force-extension curve can be quite well
scribed as a decrease in the effective persistence length

For largerm.0 @rightmost two curves in Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!#, the effects become much stronger. Now, the prot
does not unbind as the DNA is straightened, and one star
observe an appreciable reduction in the apparent total c
tour length, corresponding to the straightening of a nea
saturated and, therefore, ‘‘zigzag’’ protein-DNA compos
fiber. This fiber shows some stretching elasticity, followed
an abrupt protein unbinding transition. The force-distan
curve shows a force ‘plateau’ similar to the cooperative p
5-4
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EFFECTS OF DNA-DISTORTING PROTEINS ON DNA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011905 ~2003!
FIG. 3. Effect of DNA-stiffening protein which binds nonspecifically. Bare-DNA parameters are as in Fig. 2 (b55 nm,a510); when
protein binds, the preferred joint angle stays straight (g51), but the DNA-protein complex is stiff (a85100). Results are shown form
52` ~rightmost curves, again corresponding to bare DNA!, 0.00, 2.30, 3.00, and 4.60.~a! Force-extension curves gradually shift to low
forces~left! asm is increased due to an increase in effective persistence length; contrast with results for DNA-bending protein with ot
the same parameters (g50, Fig. 2!. ~b! Protein occupation, which gradually increases withm. This shows much smoother variation wit
force than when occupation is coupled to chain bending@Fig. 2~b!#.
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teau observed for the overstretching of bare double-stran
~dsDNA!. A sharp transition is observed in this protein u
binding model for m56.91 even without direct protein
binding cooperativity; interaction between the binding d
grees of freedom is induced by the coupling of binding a
bending.

Figures 2~c! and 2~d! show results for parameters as co
sidered above (a510,b55 nm,g50) but for the case where
the protein-DNA complex is flexible (a852). Results are
shown for binding strengthsm52` ~bare DNA, leftmost
curve!, 23.91, 22.30, 21.61, 20.69, 0, and 3.00. At low
binding strength the force-extension curves are similar
those of Fig. 2~a!, but at high binding strength no abrup
extension is observed due to the capacity of the DNA-pro
complex to deform. There is a shift inm, corresponding to
protein concentration atKd , due to the different flexibilities
and, therefore, free energies of the protein-DNA comple
in the stiff and flexible cases. Figure 2~d! shows the protein
binding as a function of force, and again there is no sh
unbinding transition. In the strong-binding cases, the pro
can only be partially dissociated by high forces, since
protein-DNA complex can be straightened with only a fra
tion of the dissociation free energy.

A number of proteins are good candidates for experime
to study these effects. The non-sequence-specific prot
HU from E. coli and HMGB1 from eukaryote cells are bo
able to bend DNA by.90° over'30 bp. TheE. coli pro-
tein IHF also is known to be able to induce.90° bends of
DNA @7#, and Ali et al. indeed have observed effects of th
type shown in Fig. 2~a! @15#. It should be noted that IHF is
known to bind to different DNA sequences with a wide ran
of affinities; in the experiments of Aliet al. the maximum
number of proteins bound to al-DNA was about 300, i.e., a
spacing of about 150 bp. The maximum compaction of DN
by IHF was therefore less dramatic than that of Fig. 2 wh
up to one protein every 15 bp~5 nm! can be bound. This
situation can be described by spacing protein-binding s
ments from ‘‘nonbinding’’ segments using the approach
Sec. III.
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Recent results of Schnurr@24# indicate that HU, which is
thought to bind with less sequence specificity than IH
causes a large shift of dsDNA force-extension curves wh
is similar to that of Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!. Whether sharp un-
binding transitions at a high force can be observed for la
m ~i.e., large concentration! as in the stiff DNA-protein com-
plex case@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#, or alternately whether the
complex can be deformed without dissociation@Figs. 2~c!
and 2~d!#, remains to be seen.

B. DNA-stiffening protein

Another possibility is that when a protein binds, it do
not bend the double helix, but instead appreciably stiffens
To examine this case, we consider the slight modification
Eq. ~2!;

bEi5
a

2
u t̂ i2 t̂ i 21u2~12ni !1S a8

2
u t̂ i2 t̂ i 21u22m Dni

2
b f

2
~ t̂ i1 t̂ i 21!• ẑ. ~12!

In the two binding states (ni50,1), the segment bendin
elasticity is of the same form, but with different bendin
constants.

Figure 3 shows results for this model, again for segm
length b55 nm, bare DNA bending modulusa510 ~again
A5ab550 nm for bare DNA!, and a protein-bound modu
lus a85100, corresponding to a protein-DNA composite p
sistence length of 500 nm. This value is taken to illustrate
effect of a large increase in stiffness caused by protein b
ing. Results are shown form52` ~again corresponding to
bare DNA!, 0.00, 2.30, 3.00, and 4.60.

The force-extension curves@Fig. 3~a!# show a gradual
shift to lower forces~to the left! as the binding strengthm is
increased. This is a result of the increase in chain persiste
length and consequent reduction of the force'kBT/Aeff
needed to extend the chain out of a random-coil conform
5-5
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FIG. 4. Effect of intercalating ligands, which stretch the double helix when they bind. A short segmentb51 nm is used, correspondin
to one ligand binding every three base pairs. For bare DNA,a550; for ligand-bound DNA,a8540 corresponding to a slight reduction i
bending stiffness. Results are shown form52` ~bare DNA!, 21.20, 20.51, 0 ~nearKd), 2.3 ~about ten timesKd), and` ~saturated
binding!. No permanent bends result from binding (g50). ~a! Force-extension curves; increasingm correspond to longer total extension
~b! Binding fraction as a function of force. Largerm corresponds to larger occupations. Force enhances binding; nearKd this enhancemen
is the largest.
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tion @25# as the DNA-stiffening protein binds. The force co
stant observed after full extension of the protein-DNA co
plex will likely be larger than that of bare dsDNA.

Two other differences of the trends with increasingm
relative to the results of the preceding section can be
served. First, increasing force weakly increases the pro
binding due to a reduction in the larger conformational e
tropy of the non-protein-bound chain by force. Second, e
for large values ofm, no abrupt changes in protein occup
tion occur; the DNA becomes saturated with protein and
its persistence length shifted up, and increasing force
weakly increases the degree of saturation.

Amit et al. @10# have carried out single-DNA experimen
that indicate that theE. coli protein H-NS behaves alon
these lines. With increasing protein concentration, Amitet al.
observed force-extension curve shifts similar to those in F
3~a!. For buffer with 50-mM KCl, effective persistenc
lengths increasing from the bare DNA value of 50 nm to 1
nm were observed over an H-NS concentration range
0 –4 mM. At higher protein concentrations, even stiff
H-NS-DNA filaments may occur since saturation of the
fective persistence length was not reached by Amitet al. ~see
Fig. 4 of Ref.@10#!.

Another protein known to stiffen the double helix
RecA, which polymerizes to form a sheath around the dou
helix. RecA1dsDNA has been studied using single-molec
techniques@26,27# which indicate a persistence length of th
RecA-dsDNA complex'950 nm @27#. The model of this
section needs the additional feature of strong cooperativit~a
term in the energy'ni@12ni 21#) to be realistically applied
to cases such as RecA where the protein essentially poly
izes along the molecule. In this case, a gradual increas
the persistence length with protein concentration~as seen by
Amit et al. for H-NS @10#! is difficult to observe, since RecA
binding occurs by a nucleation-and-growth process@26#.

C. DNA-intercalating drugs

Another case of interest is where molecules bind to
double helix and stretch it without introducing kinks. A num
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ber of drugs and proteins insert ligands into the double h
to accomplish this; familiar examples include the ‘‘interc
lating’’ DNA dyes ethidium bromide~EthBr! and YOYO.
The binding of such drugs is described by a modification
Eq. ~12!:

bEi5
a

2
u t̂ i2 t̂ i 21u2~12ni !1S a8

2
u t̂ i2 t̂ i 21u22m Dni

2
b f

2
~11ani !~ t̂ i1 t̂ i 21!• ẑ. ~13!

Now, binding at sitei changes the bending stiffness froma to
a8 and the segment length fromb to (11a)b.

Figure 4 shows results forb51 nm, a550, a8540, and
a50.5. This is a model for a drug which can bind eve
three base pairs, and which when saturated on DN
stretches the double helix to 1.5 times itsB-form contour
length. Results are shown form52` ~bare DNA!, 21.20
~weak binding!, 20.51, 0 ~near theKd of the drug!, 2.3
~concentration ten times them50 case, nearly saturated!,
and for m51` ~saturated!. The bare and saturated cas
reduce to discrete wormlike chains with persistence leng
of 50 and 40 nm@see Fig. 4~a!#.

For casem50, at zero force the drug binding sites a
about 60% occupied@Fig. 4~b!#. As force is increased, the
occupation fraction is driven higher. The free-energy dr
for this is the mechanical work obtained by extending of t
double helix via drug binding. In the force-distance curv
the signature of this force-induced binding is a transiti
towards a higher degree of stretching. This transition
sharper than the gradual stretching transition in the DN
stiffening case@Sec. II B, Fig. 3#, but is much less sharp tha
the transitions induced by release of DNA-bending prote
from stiff DNA-protein complexes@Sec. II A, Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!#. For m52.3, drug binding is nearly saturated at lo
force, and is only slightly more concentrated on the DNA
force is increased.
5-6
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A few single-DNA experiments have been reported wh
intercalants were used. Saturating concentrations of Et
have been observed to produce results similar to the inter
diate curves of Fig. 4~a!, in studies by Cluzelet al. @28#, and
by Hegneret al. @29#. In the study of Husaleet al., 2.5-mM
EthBr was observed to both lengthen and reduce the pe
tence length of a single dsDNA in a way similar to th
observed for the intermediate concentration curves of F
4~a!. Rather similar experiments have been performed us
YOYO @30#, but again at one concentration, and also qu
far from binding equilibrium. Experiments for a series
concentrations have not been reported for any intercalato
series of curves at different concentrations would allow b
ter contact with the present model, and would give so
indication whether additional effects such as binding coop
ativity are important.

III. FIXED-LOCATION BENDS

The model of the preceding section can be adapted to
situation where bends are positioned at specific points a
a DNA. Sequence-specific DNA-bending proteins~e.g., tran-
scription factors such as TATA-binding protein@21#, or re-
striction enzymes@14#! generally bind their targets tightly
and therefore we will not calculate association-dissociat
equilibria as in the preceding section. Instead, we will co
sider the situation where DNA-bending proteins are perm
nently bound at specific positions. Our main interest is
determining the inter-protein separation at which the m
chanical effects of the DNA-bending proteins become ne
gible.

We consider a region of a large molecule made up ofM
segments of the preceding section, again each of con
lengthb. The energy will be taken to be that ofM21 unbent
segments, terminated by one segment with a preferred b
angle:

bEM5
a8

2
~ t̂M• t̂M212g!21

a

2 (
i 51

M21

u t̂ i2 t̂ i 21u2

2
b f

2 (
i 51

M

~ t̂ i1 t̂ i 21!• ẑ. ~14!

We imagine that a chain is made up ofSof these regions,
each consisting ofM j21 unbent segments and one bent s
ment, wherej 51, . . . ,S. Following the approach of the pre
ceding section, the partition function can be expressed
terms of a matrix product as

Z5TrS )
j 51

S

T0
M j 21TgD , ~15!

where the transfer matrices of unbent and bent segment

T0~ t̂, t̂8!5expF2
a

2
u t̂2 t̂8u21

b f

2
~ t̂1 t̂8!• ẑG ,

Tg~ t̂, t̂8!5expF2
a8

2
~ t̂• t̂82g!21

b f

2
~ t̂1 t̂8!• ẑG , ~16!
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respectively. The total number of segments in the polyme
N5( i 51

S Mi . Calculation of the extension as a function
force is as in Eq.~10!.

A. Detecting widely spaced severe bends along a DNA

We first consider a long uniform DNA, with periodicall
spaced bends, i.e.,Mi5M andN@M . The partition function
is just the largest eigenvalue of the transfer matrix~15!. Fig-
ure 5 shows force-extension curves for a series of bend s
ings compared with uniform DNA. Parameters for the calc
lation match those used above, i.e., segment lengthb
55 nm ~15 bp!, straight-segment persistence lengtha510
(A550 nm), bend elasticitya85100, and bend angleg
50 (90°). This situation corresponds to proteins bound
reversibly to specific sites that are spaced by DNA cont
length Mb. The bend angle is rather severe, but similar
bends introduced by transcription factors, restriction e
zymes, and other sequence-specific DNA-binding prote
@14#.

The spacings shown in Fig. 5 are, from left to right,M
5` ~bare DNA!, M5100 ~500 nm51500 bp!, M550 ~250
nm5750 bp!, M520 ~100 nm5300 bp!, M510 ~50 nm
5150 bp!, andM55 ~25 nm575 bp!. As the spacing of the
fixed bends is decreased, the elastic response shifts to la
forces, since the permanent bends act to fold up the m
ecule. This effect is weak until the bends are about 300
apart, corresponding to one bend per statistical segm
length~recall that for the semiflexible polymer the statistic
segment length is double the persistence length!. The 1500
and 750 bp curves of Fig. 5 will be indistinguishable fro
that of bare DNA in an experiment. Therefore, the binding
even strong DNA-bending proteins causes an experimen
negligible effect on DNA polymer elasticity unles

FIG. 5. Permanent bends (90°,g50) at regularly spaced posi
tions along a dsDNA. Bare DNA has segment lengthb55 nm, a
510 ~persistence length 50 nm!. From left to right, the permanen
bend spacings arè ~bare DNA!, 500 nm~1500 bp!, 250 nm~750
bp!, 100 nm ~300 bp!, 50 nm ~150 bp!, and 25 nm~75 bp!. For
spacings of 100 nm or less there is a strong effect, but for wi
spacings the force-extension curve is essentially indistinguish
from that of bare DNA. For the shortest spacing~rightmost curve,
25 nm!, the force-extension curve has a distinct shape with
‘‘knee’’ corresponding to the straightening of the essentially zigz
permanent bends.
5-7
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J. YAN AND J. F. MARKO PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011905 ~2003!
the bends are less than 2A5300 bp apart. For short interben
spacings ~Fig. 5, 75 bp!, the elastic response becom
strongly shifted to larger forces. We note that for ben
spaced by less than about 300 bp, the ‘‘opening’’ of the be
protein-DNA complex leads to a cusplike feature near 10 p
'kBTa8/b, which is the ratio of the work needed t
straighten the complex to the'b lengthening thus obtained

B. Bends with fixed random location

We now consider randomly located bends. This is the o
finite-N calculation of this paper, and is done for a cha
corresponding to a 45-kb DNA, of contour length'15 mm,
comparable to molecule lengths studied experimentally.
model is essentially that of the preceding section, but w
Mi ’s resulting from the random assignment of segments
be bent or straight. The partition function of this model
thus based on a random product of matrices:

Z5TrF)
i 51

N

Ti G . ~17!

The matricesTi are just those of Eq.~16!, assigned according
to the ‘‘random sequence’’ of bent vs unbent monomers. T
sequence is fixed at the start of the calculation; bent mo
mers occur with fixed probabilityp.

We set a segment lengthb55 nm ~15 bp!, and thus for
'45 000 bp we takeN53000. Straight segments are cons
ered to have bending constanta510, corresponding to
straight-DNA thermal persistence lengthA550 nm. Bent
segments are taken to have a fixed value ofg50 as in the
preceding section, and a bending rigiditya8510. Figure 6
shows results for bent-site probabilityp50 ~bare DNA!, p
50.01 ~1500 bp on an average between bends, leftm

FIG. 6. Permanent bends (90°,g50) at random positions along
a dsDNA. This calculation is done for a 45-kb molecule, consist
of 3000 segments each of lengthb55 nm. Bends are inserted ran
domly into segments with probabilityp; from left to right, p50
~bare DNA!, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. The curves thus co
spond to mean spacings of bends equal to the fixed spacings o
5. As the bend spacing is reduced, the curves essentially shi
larger forces, corresponding to a gradual reduction in effective
sistence length. As in Fig. 5, this shift is negligible until there is o
permanent bend introduced per 100 nm~third curve from right!.
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curve!, p50.02~750 bp!, p50.05~300 bp!, p50.1 ~150 bp!,
and p50.2 ~75 bp, rightmost curve!. Similar to the results
for regularly spaced DNAs, the effect of random bends
experimentally undetectable until one reaches roughly
bend per statistical segment'300 bp. For the closest spac
ing of bends~75 bp!, there is a slight difference between th
shapes of the curves in the equal- and random-spacing c
but for wider spacings, there is little difference between
results of the two cases.

IV. CONSTRAINT OF DNA LINKING NUMBER

Many DNA-bending proteins are known to produce DN
unwinding @7,14# in the vicinity of the bend. On purely the
oretical grounds the expulsion of twist from a sharp bend
be argued to be a generic result of the different bend
rigidities of the ‘‘ladder’’ of base pairs parallel and perpe
dicular to the base-pair ‘‘rungs’’@31#. In the simplest type of
single-DNA experiment where only one strand of the dou
helix is tethered at each end, or where there are ‘‘nicks’’
breaks in one strand, untwisting induced by protein bind
will not lead to any buildup of twisting stress in the DN
molecule, and thus the chain elasticity will have no dep
dence on the chain twisting.

Alternately, both strands of the double helix can be a
chored at both ends. In such situations, the topological li
ing number~Lk! of the two single strands of the double hel
becomes experimentally controllable. The torsional str
and the elasticity of the molecule become dependent on
double-helix linking number set experimentally@32#, as ob-
served in experiments of Stricket al. @33,34#. If the double-
helix linking number is held fixed while allowing DNA-
unwinding proteins to bind, there will be a similar change
the DNA elastic response.

In this section, we modify the model of the previous se
tions to include the effect of the fixed linking number. We d
this by using an applied torque~below denotedt, in units of
kBT) which we use to keep the double-helix linking numb
fixed. Our approach is a discretized version of the continu
elastic analysis of Fainet al. @35#, and is also similar to the
statistical-mechanical analyses of Moroz and Nelson@36#
and Bouchiat and Mezard@37#, but with additional protein-
binding degrees of freedom.

We imagine that each protein that binds to a dsDNA g
erates an untwisting ofQ/(2p). The appropriate energy in
cluding torque and linking number contributions is that
Eq. ~1!, plus

c

2 (
i

~V i1Qni !
222ptD Lk. ~18!

The first term is the twist energy; the dimensionless para
eter c is the twist modulus, and is related to the continuu
twist modulusC5bc for b→0. The variableV i is the twist
distortion of the double helix at segmenti, and is expressed
in terms of Euler anglesu i , f i , andx describing the orien-
tation of segmenti as @35#

V i5x i2x i 211 1
2 ~f i2f i 21!~cosu i1cosu i 21! ~19!
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EFFECTS OF DNA-DISTORTING PROTEINS ON DNA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011905 ~2003!
to linear order in small differences of the angles~this expres-
sion reduces to the continuum result forb→0). Here,u i and
f i are the polar and azimuthal angles describingt̂ i , while x
is the third Euler angle specifying a segment’s rotation ab
its axis. The energetically preferred twist distortion in a se
ment is shifted to2Q when a protein is present.

The second term in Eq.~18! describes the coupling o
torque to the double-helix linking number. For a thin-ribb
model of the double helix, the linking number can be brok
into a double-helix twist, and backbone ‘‘writhe’’ contribu
tions, D Lk5D Tw1Wr. The writhe measures the chira
bending of the backbone, and is zero for an entirely straig
ened molecule@32#. The total change in the double-hel
twist away from its equilibrium value of one twist per 10
bp is just the sum of the individual segment twists, i.e.,

2pDTw5(
i

V i . ~20!

The writhe is problematic, being a nonlocal function
the t̂ i . However, for small distortions away from a straig
conformation~i.e., u t̂ i2 ẑu!1! the writhe is@35#

4p Wr5(
i

~f i2f i 21!~22cosu i2cosu i 21!. ~21!

This formula restricts our theory to the case where the e
to-end extension is close to the total molecular length, i.e
a sufficiently large force such thatt̂' ẑ. Description of cases
where the molecule is distorted strongly away from a strai
configuration ~e.g., to form ‘‘plectonemic’’ supercoils o
other self-wrapped configurations! requires exact accountin
of Wr, and a numerical Monte Carlo calculation.

Plugging Eqs.~19!–~21! into Eq. ~18! allows the twisting
part of the energy to be written as

(
i

H c

2 Fx i2x i 211
~f i2f i 21!~cosu i1cosu i 21!

2
1Qni G2

2t@f i2f i 211x i2x i 21#J . ~22!

The variablesx i may be integrated out after completion
squares, leaving the effective energy associated with the
plied torque, for segmenti:

bFt,i5
1

2
ln c2

t2

2c
1tQni2t~f i2f i 21!

3F12
1

2
~cosu i1cosu i 21!G . ~23!

It should be noted that although here the twist modulus is
same for bare and protein-bound DNA~i.e., for ni50 or 1!,
all that needs to be done is to makec dependent onni in Eq.
~23!. In this paper, this effect is not considered.
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The torque effective energy~23! can be added to the
bending-stretching energy~2!. The transfer matrix for a DNA
subject to binding of proteins which both bend and unwi
the double helix follows as

Tt~ t̂ i 21 , t̂ i !5 (
ni50

1

exp@2b~Ei1Ft,i !#. ~24!

This transfer matrix can again be written in terms of sphe
cal harmonic components. The simple form~9! which is di-
agonal in them’s does not occur, due to the appearance
the term proportional tot(f2f8) in Eq. ~23!. Therefore,
while still invariant under rotations, Eq.~24! no longer is
invariant under azimuthal rotations of 2p or under sign re-
versal. Instead, we obtain, again dropping an overall c
stant,

^ lmuTu l 8m8&5
1

m2m8
E

21

1

dxPlm~x!E
21

1

dx8Pl 8m8~x8!

3E
22p

2p

d~f2f8!

3sinF ~m2m8!S p2
uf2f8u

2 D G
3expF i ~m1m8!~f82f!

2 GT~ t̂, t̂8!. ~25!

Except for the caset50 where Eq.~25! reduces to Eq.~9!,
we now have complex-valued matrix elements formÞm8.
The transfer matrix is Hermitian and, therefore, has real
genvalues.

Extension and protein occupations are still compu
from the maximum eigenvalue ofTt according to Eqs.~10!
and~11!. Now the average linking number can be comput
as well, as a derivative on torquet. Referring to Eq.~18! we
see that

D Lk5D Tw1Wr5
N

2p

] ln l1

]t
~26!

The intensives5D Lk/Lk0 is therefore

s5
1

bv0

] ln l1

]t
, ~27!

wherev052p/3.5 nm is the spatial rotation rate along th
unstressed double helix and as before,b is the contour length
per segment.

Effects of DNA-bending-and-untwisting proteins on th
force-extension behavior at a fixed linking number a
shown in Fig. 7. The parameters are as in Sec. II Ag
50,b55 nm,a510,a85100). The only new parameter de
manded by the fixed-linking calculation isQ51, corre-
sponding to untwisting of the double helix by 1 radian wh
a protein binds~the TATA binding protein generates abo
double this unwinding and a'90° bend over its,10 bp
binding size!. A relatively low binding free energym
5-9
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FIG. 7. Effects of DNA-bending-and-untwisting proteins on the force-extension behavior at a fixed linking number. DNA and
parameters are as in Fig. 2, with alsoQ51 corresponding to untwisting of the double helix by 1 radian when a protein binds, and a bi
free energym521.61. ~a! Extension vs unwinding~fractional linking number changes). Dashed curves show bare DNA (m52`) and
solid curves show protein effect (m521.61). Higher extensions correspond to a higher force.~b! Protein occupation vs unwinding
corresponding to part~a!, for m521.61. Unwinding the DNA enhances the protein binding, except at very large forces where the p
are prevented from binding by the straightening of the DNA. Higher protein occupations correspond to lower forces.~c! Comparison of
force-extension curves for bare DNA~left, solid!, nicked DNA in presence of DNA-bending protein (t50, dashed, result of Fig. 2 form
521.61), and twist-blocked DNA ats50 in the presence of DNA-bending protein~right, solid!. The twist-blocked case is shifted t
slightly higher forces, although the effect is weak since the protein occupation is relatively small.
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521.61 is used, which would generate binding of abo
one-fifth of the segments by protein in absence of DNA t
sion or torque.

This computation differs from that of the previous se
tions, in that it is accurate only for sufficiently large forc
such that the tangent vector is oriented appreciably along
force direction. At the same time, we have not incorpora
structural transitions known to occur for the double helix
high forces and torques@26,38# into the present model
Therefore, the present calculation is applicable to experim
only for a sufficiently large force that̂t̂• ẑ&.0.4 ~the range
where the corresponding Gaussian approximation is valid
the simple semiflexible polymer@25#!, but not for such large
forces and torques that one would expect the double heli
denature. The results discussed below are in this rang
applicability.

Figure 7~a! shows extension versus unwinding~fractional
linking number changes). The dashed curves show ba
DNA (m52`), while solid curves are in presence of pr
tein (m521.61). Higher extensions correspond to progr
sively higher forces; from bottom to top, Fig. 7~a! shows
results for forces of 0.259, 0.82 and 2.59 pN. The bare D
curves have their peaks ats50, with extension reduced b
either overwinding or underwinding. In the presence of p
tein, the symmetry between overwinding and underwind
is broken, and the peaks of the extension-linkage curves
shifted away froms50. Corresponding protein-bindin
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curves are shown in Fig. 7~b!; binding is suppressed by DNA
tension~as in Sec. II A! and is stimulated by DNA unwind-
ing. For sufficient overwinding there is stimulation of prote
binding due to the formation of chiral bends correlated w
bound protein.

An interesting feature of the curves in Fig. 7~a! is that the
shift of the extension peak tos,0 at lower forces, but to
s.0 at high forces. At low forces, the chiral fluctuation
induced by the linking number constraint strongly comp
bare DNA; binding of protein relaxes the DNA torsion
stress and causes the DNA to stretch out. The result is a p
in extension fors,0. Conversely, at high forces, the com
paction effect of the chiral fluctuations is supressed by
plied tension; binding of protein therefore reduces DNA e
tension. Since protein binding is suppressed fors.0 the
peak extension is observed in that regime at high force.

Figure 7~c! shows force-extension curves in the presen
of this DNA-bending-unwinding protein. Curves are show
for bare DNA, nicked DNA (t50) in presence of DNA-
bending protein~result of Fig. 2 form521.61), and twist-
blocked DNA ats50 in the presence of DNA-bending pro
tein. The twist-blocked and nicked curves are alm
identical for this case.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented discrete semiflexible chain m
els for proteins or other molecules which deform the dou
5-10
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EFFECTS OF DNA-DISTORTING PROTEINS ON DNA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011905 ~2003!
helix with which they bind. The major focus of this paper h
been on DNA-bending proteins and, most roughly, we fi
that increasing tension favors DNA extension and, con
quently, unbinding of protein in a manner qualitatively sim
lar to that discussed previously@16#.

We have discussed how proteins which bend the dou
helix generate an increase in entropic elastic stiffness wh
is well described as a reduction in the effective persiste
length. The experimental signature that can be observe
current force-extension experiments is a gradual shift of
force vs extension curves to larger forces as protein con
tration is gradually increased~Fig. 2!. This effect has already
been observed to some extent in experiments on IHF and
protein by Amit and co-workers. We have also found that
stiffness of the protein-DNA complex impacts the sharpn
of the high-force DNA extension and protein unbindin
@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! vs Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!#.

Description of DNA elasticity in terms of an effectiv
persistence length has been discussed in the case of Gau
distributions of local permanent bends along DNA, in t
limit of weak disorder that can be treated perturbativ
@39,40#. It is somewhat surprising that the rather severe a
isolated local bends of fixed bend angle studied in this pa
for either the cases where the bend locations are fluctua
~Fig. 2! or are fixed~Figs. 5 and 6! generate rather simila
effects.

We have also discussed how proteins which bend
unwind the double helix~as HU and IHF are known to do!
will impact DNA force-extension experiments with a fixe
DNA linking number. At low force, unwinding stimulate
protein binding, shifting the peak of the extension vs linki
number curve in the direction of unwinding~Fig. 7!. At high
force, this shift can be reversed towards overwinding, si
the reduction in DNA extension generated by the bends.

All our results are in the framework of equilibrium stati
tical mechanics. A basic requirement for application of o
results for thermal fluctuation of protein occupation~Secs. II
and IV! to experiments is that an extension measuremen
made on a time scale long compared to the ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘of
times of the protein. The protein-binding degrees of freed
of DNA-distorting proteins may fluctuate slowly due to ba
riers to protein binding and unbinding. Applied tension m
enhance these barriers, thus the measurement times req
may vary with tension. For example, a DNA-bending prote
might require thermal bending of DNA for its binding, whic
will be suppressed if the DNA is straightened out by appl
tension.

In Sec. III, we consider an alternative ensemble of ess
tially permanent binding of protein, or the case where the
time is infinite. To apply this part of the paper to experime
care must be taken to wait for the proteins to bind bef
carrying out extension measurements, and one requires i
pendent knowledge that the off times are longer than the t
of the experiment.

We speculate that tension-driven unbinding of prote
may be relevant biologically, since one expects tension to
generated on DNAin vivo during transcription, in any cas
where the RNA polymerase is in some way physically co
strained. InE. coli, transcription and translation~assembly of
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amino acids into protein! of membrane proteins mechan
cally couple RNA polymerase to the cell membrane@41#.
RNA polymerase is a linear motor capable of moving at te
of nm/sec and generating forces of up to 40 pN@42#. Accord-
ing to the estimates of the present paper, this level of fo
generation is sufficient to dissociate proteins bound to
double helix via tension conducted through the DNA~this is
distinct from a contact mechanism where RNA polymera
directly pushes proteins off their binding site!. If the disso-
ciated proteins are transcription enhancers or repressors,
their exit opens up binding sites for regulatory proteins, t
amounts to a possible gene regulation mechanism, with D
tension as part of the signal pathway.

Many extensions of the calculations of this paper are p
sible. First, many proteins bind to DNA with a relative
large binding site that excludes proteins over a range of m
than a few nanometers (.10 bp). In these cases, the simp
approach of setting the lattice parameterb to the binding-site
size will start to generate artifacts that will degrade the m
el’s description of dsDNA entropic elasticity~here, the
,5 nm value ofb used will modify the semiflexible polyme
elasticity for forces.kBTA/b2'5 pN at the top of the force
range considered in this paper!. A simple solution to this
problem is to follow the approach of Sec. III to separa
protein-binding vertices with always-bare vertices to bu
up whatever length of binding site is desired.

Cooperativity of protein binding has not been discussed
this paper, but is also easily incorporated. Coupling of ad
cent protein-binding degrees of freedom can be included
the cost of deferring the initial summation over occupati
numbers@Eq. ~5!#, and therefore doubling the rank of th
transfer matrix. Most simply, binding cooperativity can b
used to tune the width of the extension and prote
unbinding curves~e.g., Fig. 2!. The bending flexibilities and
spontaneous bend angles can be made functions of adja
protein occupation numbers, allowing a description of t
difference between the deformation of DNA generated
isolated proteins, and complexes of many adjacent prot
bound to double helix.

This paper has also not discussed the effect of orienta
of bends with underlying double-helix structure; effective
we have considered proteins which bend DNA with no att
tion to local helix orientation. For the 5-nm binding site
considered here and low occupations, this is likely a reas
able approximation, but for high protein occupation and
pecially in cases where there is strong cooperativity of bi
ing, it would be useful to include phasing of bends with t
double helix. This can be done by describing DNA base-p
orientations a triad of unit vectors@31#, and then defining
protein-generated bends in terms of base-pair orientat
The cost will again be an increase in transfer matrix dim
sion.
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